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Abstract 

Major histocompatibility complex (MHC) genes are commonly used markers for monitoring adaptive genetic and evolutionary poten-
tial of species. In this study, we investigated genetic variation of the MHC class II DRB locus in the chamois genus Rupicapra by using 
next-generation sequencing. Sequencing of 102 samples led to the identification of 25 alleles, 11 of which are novel. The high ratio of 
the relative rates of nonsynonymous to synonymous mutations (dN/dS) suggests a signal of positive selection on this locus. We ana-
lyzed patterns of genetic variation within and among 2 subspecies of Northern Chamois and compared them to previously published 
studies using neutral markers to provide a basis for assessing the effects of demographic processes. Our analyses have shown that 
alleles are likely to be maintained by balancing selection in different populations with similar frequencies and that this mechanism 
also works in small, isolated populations that are strongly affected by genetic drift.

Key words: allelic polymorphism, major histocompatibility complex, next-generation sequencing, Rupicapra pyrenaica, Rupicapra 
rupicapra.

Current climate change is a major threat to biodiversity, espe-
cially to mountain-dwelling species that live in high-altitude hab-
itats (Lovari et al. 2020). Species unable to adapt or move will face 
local or global extinction and this is more likely to happen to spe-
cies with narrow climatic and habitat requirements. The ability of 
natural populations to adapt to new environmental conditions is 
crucial for their survival and mostly determined by the standing 
genetic variation in each population. It is possible that because 
of small population sizes threatened taxa have lost the ability to 

adapt to changing environmental conditions, and this may be 1 
reason why such species are at greater risk of extinction (Amos 
and Balmford 2001). Host genetic diversity may also increase tol-
erance or resistance to pathogens (Altizer et al. 2003; Spielman 
et al. 2004), which is especially important when considering the 
potential impact of ongoing climate change, as it is expected to 
shift pathogen ranges and potentially expose threatened species 
to novel pathogens (Štefančíková et al. 2011).
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Because neutral genetic variation often provides an incom-
plete picture of the evolutionary potential of populations (e.g. 
Bekessy et al. 2003; Hoffmann et al. 2003), it has been proposed 
adaptive genetic diversity should also be monitored in natural 
populations. Adaptive variation is defined as “genetic variation 
that confers a fitness advantage” (Hedrick 2001:633). Genes suit-
able as indicators of adaptive genetic diversity should be highly 
variable. Major histocompatibility complex (MHC) genes encode 
cell surface glycoproteins involved in antigen presentation to T 
cells and subsequent initiation of the adaptive immune response 
in vertebrates (Klein 1986). The high levels of polymorphism at 
MHC class II loci found in most vertebrate species are thought to 
be maintained by different forms of balancing selection, includ-
ing heterozygosity advantage (Punt et al. 2019).

MHC genes show extraordinary intraspecific and intraindivid-
ual genetic diversity due to both a large number of alleles per 
locus and the presence of multiple paralogous and presumably 
functionally equivalent loci (Zagalska-Neubauer et al. 2010). 
Remarkably, polymorphism at MHC genes is most pronounced at 
the amino acid sites that encode the peptide-binding region (PBR; 
Brown et al. 1993).

Pathogen-driven balancing selection has been proposed as one 
of the most important evolutionary forces for the maintenance 
of MHC polymorphism, which causes sharing of allelic lineages 
between different animal species, leading to a pattern of trans- 
species MHC polymorphism (Piertney and Oliver 2006). 
Mechanisms resulting from the ‘rare-allele advantage’ hypothe-
sis are thought to maintain the high diversity of MHC genes at 
the population level (Ejsmond and Radwan 2015). This hypoth-
esis assumes that rare (e.g. new) MHC alleles that have a higher 
efficacy in pathogen recognition confer an advantage to the host, 
spread through the population, and become common (Bernatchez 
and Landry 2003). Although pathogen-mediated selection is 
important for preserving MHC functional variation, other mech-
anisms including disassortative mating preferences, maternal–
fetal interactions, recombination, and gene duplication have been 
suggested as alternative or complementary mechanisms main-
taining MHC diversity (Miller and Lambert 2004; Spurgin and 
Richardson 2010; Juola and Dearborn 2011).

The ability of natural populations to maintain genetic var-
iation in functional genes depends on the selective pressures 
involved. Balancing selection is thought to counteract the effects 
of genetic drift and slow the rate of allele fixation (Sommer 2005). 
In many cases, differentiation patterns between populations can 
only be detected at functional genes under selection (Awadi et al. 
2018). Because MHC allele frequency shifts are considered to have 
an adaptive value, understanding how such functional variation 
is generated and maintained within populations is an important 
component to species conservation and making optimal manage-
ment decisions (Funk et al. 2012). Strong selection pressures on 
MHC genes are ultimately responsible for high levels of polymor-
phism and can lead to discrepancies between patterns of MHC 
and neutral variation in natural populations (Alcaide 2010).

The chamois is one of the most iconic mammals of Europe 
and Asia Minor, of which there are currently 2 species recognized: 
Northern Chamois (Rupicapra rupicapra) and Southern Chamois 
(Rupicapra pyrenaica; Corlatti et al. 2011, 2022). The Northern 
Chamois (with the geographically distinct subspecies cartusi-
ana, rupicapra, tatrica, carpatica, balcanica, asiatica, and caucasica) 
is distributed across a large part of the mountainous regions 
from Europe to the Caucasus and Turkey. The Southern Chamois 
(with geographically distinct subspecies parva, pyrenaica, and 

ornata) has a discontinuous distribution in southwestern Europe 
including the Pyrenees, the Cantabrian Mountains, and the cen-
tral Apennines of Italy (Corlatti et al. 2011, 2022). According to 
the IUCN Red List, both chamois species are classified as Least 
Concern, with the Northern Chamois having a stable population 
(Anderwald et al. 2021) of just under 500,000 individuals (Corlatti 
et al. 2022), while the Southern Chamois has an increasing pop-
ulation trend with a size of around 53,000 individuals (Herrero et 
al. 2020). Although neither chamois species is threatened, most 
subspecies are found in restricted areas where they face various 
threats including poaching, overhunting, habitat loss and degra-
dation, human disturbance, disease, competition with livestock 
and wild ungulates, hybridization due to translocation of other 
subspecies, and climate change (Corlatti et al. 2022).

Despite the chamois being a common species, there have been 
only a few studies analyzing genetic diversity of the MHC DRB2 
gene in this species to date. The first study focused on the Alpine 
chamois (R. r. rupicapra) population in Austria (Schaschl et al. 
2004). The subsequent study included the same Austrian popula-
tion of Alpine chamois and also incorporated the Apennine cham-
ois (R. p. ornata) from the Abruzzi Apennines in Italy (Schaschl et 
al. 2005). Another study investigated the Pyrenean chamois (R. p. 
pyrenaica and R. p. parva) populations from 2 locations in Spain 
(Alvarez-Busto et al. 2007). Furthermore, we recently published a 
study on Alpine chamois from Croatia and Slovenia (Stipoljev et 
al. 2020). On the other hand, numerous studies have investigated 
the influence of population isolation and rocky habitat fragmen-
tation on neutral genetic diversity and population structure (see 
Corlatti et al. 2022). Rocky habitats are inherently fragmented at 
different spatial scales, depending on the elevation and geology 
of the surrounding terrain, and consequently dispersal between 
habitats may be restricted (Brown 2001). Such habitat fragmen-
tation affects genetic structure by restricting gene flow between 
isolated populations and keeping effective population sizes low 
(Ezard and Travis 2006). Limited gene flow between small frag-
mented populations leads to increased isolation by distance and 
strong genetic drift (Willi et al. 2007), which was shown by neu-
tral genetic markers (microsatellites). Rupicapra rupicapra rupicapra 
populations from the Italian Alps (Soglia et al. 2010) and Slovenia 
(Buzan et al. 2013) have higher genetic diversity than populations 
of R. r. balcanica from the Dinaric Mountains (Šprem and Buzan 
2016; Rezić et al. 2022b), Bulgaria (Markov et al. 2016), and Greece 
(Papaioannou et al. 2019), which may indicate stronger genetic 
drift and bottleneck within these populations.

In this study, we used Ion Torrent sequencing to analyze 
genetic variability at exon 2 of the MHC class II DRB locus of 
Northern Chamois subspecies. The aims of the study were to: (i) 
investigate the extent and spatial distribution of genetic variation 
of the MHC class II DRB locus in chamois throughout distribution 
range and fill the gap in previously published data as suggested 
by Corlatti et al. (2022); and (ii) better understand how selection 
shapes the genetic diversity of this locus, thereby informing con-
servation decisions based on a better understanding of the evolu-
tionary potential of chamois.

Materials and methods
Study area and data collection
We obtained 110 chamois samples—102 from Northern Chamois 
and 8 from Southern Chamois (Supplementary Data SD1). 
Samples were collected during regular hunts or after natural 
death (102 tissue samples) or from museum collections (8 bone 
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samples). The study was conducted according to the ethical and 
welfare standards presented in the Official Gazette of the Republic 
of Croatia (OG 102/2017, Animal Protection Act) and Regulation 
on the Protection of Animals Used for Scientific Purposes (OG 
55/13), with the approval of the Bioethical Committee for the 
Protection and Welfare of Animals of the University of Zagreb 
Faculty of Agriculture (UR.BR. 251-71-29-02/19-21-1). Northern 
Chamois samples include the subspecies R. r. rupicapra (Alpine 
chamois; n = 57), R. r. balcanica (Balkan chamois; n = 31), R. r. tat-
rica (Tatra chamois; n = 6), R. r. carpatica (Carpatian chamois; n 
= 5), R. r. asiatica (Anatolian chamois; n = 2), and R. r. caucasica 
(Caucasian chamois; n = 1). Since our main focus was on Northern 
Chamois, we used only 8 samples from the Southern Chamois for 
genetic comparison. We incorporated an additional 34 chamois 
MHC DRB sequences from GenBank into the analysis, including 
21 sequences from Northern Chamois and 13 from Southern 
Chamois. These sequences had the same length as those gener-
ated in our study (Supplementary Data SD2). However, we did not 
included the shorter alleles published in GenBank due to the loss 
of polymorphism at the end of the sequence.

MHC genotyping
DNA was isolated from tissue samples using a peqGOLD Tissue 
DNA Mini Kit (VWR International) according to the man-
ufacturer’s instructions, while bone samples were treated 
following the procedure described in Buzan et al. (2020). 
MHC sequences were amplified and genotyped according to 
Stipoljev et al. (2020). Briefly, a 236-bp fragment of the sec-
ond exon of the MHC class II DRB gene was amplified with 
primers HL030 (ATCCTCTCTGCAGCACATTTCC) and HL032 
(TCGCCGCTGCACAGTGAAACTCTC; Schaschl et al. 2004). The 
forward primers were accompanied by 10- to 12-bp barcodes 
with a specified “GAT” linker to distinguish individuals/samples 
and by adaptor sequences required for Ion Torrent sequencing. 
PCR products from triplicates were pooled and purified using 
Agencourt AMPure XP beads (Agencourt Bioscience Corporation, 
Beverly, Massachusetts). Concentrations of the pooled and puri-
fied amplicons were estimated with the Qubit 3.0 Fluorometer 
using the Qubit dsDNA High Sensitivity Assay Kit (Thermo Fisher 
Scientific). Amplicons were then normalized to 5 ng, pooled, and 
purified again using Agencourt AMPure XP beads. The size and 
quality of the pooled amplicons were checked using the Agilent 
DNA High Sensitivity Kit on the 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent, Santa 
Clara, California). The final library was normalized to 100 pM and 
sequenced using the Ion Torrent S5 on a 314 chip (Thermo Fisher 
Scientific), with amplicon sequencing being performed in 3 runs.

AmpliSAS software (Sebastian et al. 2016) was used to derive 
individual MHC genotypes. Initial quality and length filtering of 
the raw data was performed using AmpliCLEAN by removing 
reads with a Phred quality score below 30. AmpliSAS clusters 
true variants with their potential artifacts based on platform- 
specific error rates. We used the AmpliSAS default parameters for 
Ion Torrent sequencing technology: a substitution error rate of 
0.5% and an indel error rate of 1%. An exact length (236 bp) was 
required for the dominant sequence within a cluster. Based on 
previous work on this species, we expected no more than 2 DRB 
variants per individual, so we left the threshold for “minimum 
dominant frequency” of clustering at the default values of 25%. 
The maximum number of reads per amplicon that the AmpliSAS 
web server can process is 5,000—for this reason samples with 
a higher number of reads were also genotyped with the locally 
installed AmpliSAS script, but since the results were the same, we 

took 5,000 reads as the maximum number. Variants with reads 
above the threshold and exact length in DRB exon 2 were aligned 
and translated into protein sequences.

MHC DRB allelic diversity
Unique sequences that passed the filtering were aligned and 
confirmed to be chamois MHC DRB exon 2 alleles using MEGA X 
(Kumar et al. 2018) by comparing them with alleles downloaded 
from GenBank (Supplementary Data SD2). All correctly identified 
alleles, either newly identified or downloaded from GenBank, 
were included in calculation of variability and divergence focus-
ing on differences between species—whereas subspecies with 6 
or fewer individuals were excluded when measuring differences 
between Northern Chamois subspecies.

We calculated sequence polymorphism measures, including 
the number of segregating sites (S), average number of nucleotide 
differences (k), and nucleotide diversity (π) for PBR and non-PBR 
sites separately with DnaSP v. 6.12.01 (Rozas et al. 2017). Putative 
PBR sites were identified based on human HLA molecules (Brown 
et al. 1993). Average pairwise nucleotide distances (Jukes–Cantor 
model with a gamma distribution), and Poisson-corrected amino 
acid distances were calculated in MEGAX for all, PBR, and non-
PBR sites.

Supertype identification and clustering
To investigate functional MHC DRB diversity within the genus 
Rupicapra, we used 45 unique nucleotide sequences of MHC DRB 
alleles (Supplementary Data SD1 and SD2) and clustered them 
into supertypes. The first step was to identify amino acids that 
reflect physicochemical differences between alleles. Therefore, we 
performed clustering based on amino acid polymorphism at the 
positively selected amino acid sites (PSSs). For PSSs we retained 
all codons having the Bayes Empirical Bayes (BEB) posterior prob-
ability >95% in model M8. The PSS of each allele was numeri-
cally characterized by a set of 4 physicochemical descriptors for 
each amino acid (hydrophobicity, steric bulk, polarity, electronic 
effects; Doytchinova and Flower 2005). To describe phylogenetic 
relationships among DRB alleles and supertypes, we created a 
neighbor-net network in SplitsTree v.4 (Huson and Bryant 2006).

Pattern of genetic structure in Northern Chamois 
subspecies
We used HP-RARE (Kalinowski 2004) to estimate allelic rich-
ness (Ar), expressed as the expected number of alleles for 
genotyped R. r. rupicapra and R. r. balcanica samples. The other 
subspecies were excluded from analysis due to small sample 
size (<6; Supplementary Data SD1). We calculated pairwise FST 
only between R. r. rupicapra and R. r. balcanica with Arlequin v. 
3.5 (Excoffier and Lischer 2010). The neutrality test of Tajima’s D 
(Tajima 1989) was calculated in DnaSP to evaluate demographic 
changes. To reveal the amount of genetic variation within and 
among the 2 subspecies we performed discriminant analysis of 
principal components (DAPC) with “adegenet” package v 2.0.1 
(Jombart 2008; Jombart et al. 2010) in R (R Development Core 
Team 2020).

Signatures of selection on MHC DRB exon 2 
alleles
We analyzed positive selection separately on the entire MHC DRB 
exon 2 sequences and on the extracted PBR, applying the 1-tailed 
Z-test with standard errors resulting from 10,000 bootstrap rep-
licates in MEGA X including 45 unique nucleotide sequences of 
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MHC DRB alleles (Supplementary Data SD1 and SD2). We used 
EasyCodeML v.1.0 (Gao et al. 2019) to identify codons affected 
by positive selection based on a Bayesian approach. The models 
implemented in the analysis were M0, M1a, and M7, which do 
not allow for positive selection and serve as null models for M3, 
M2a, and M8, respectively. The nested models were compared 
using the likelihood ratio test, whereas posterior probabilities 
for site classes in models M2a and M8 were calculated using the 
BEB approach. The models implemented in this study were M2a 
and M8. Further, we assessed the influence of positive selection 
on individual codons using single-likelihood ancestor counting, 
fixed effects likelihood, mixed effects model of evolution, and 
fast unconstrained Bayesian approximation methods performed 
in the Datamonkey 2.0 server (Weaver et al. 2018).

Results
Allele variation and sequence diversity
In the 110 chamois samples genotyped, we detected 25 alleles for 
MHC DRB exon 2—5 alleles were found in Southern Chamois and 
21 in Northern Chamois. Alleles Rupy-DRB04 and Ruru-DRB01 
were found in both species (Supplementary Data SD1). After ini-
tial filtering with a threshold higher than 200 reads per allele of 
the Ion Torrent raw data, amplicon coverage in samples ranged 
from 216 to the maximum of 5,000 reads allowed by AmpliSAS, 
with an average of 2,387 ± 1,880 (SD) reads (Supplementary Data 
SD3). None of the individuals had more than 2 alleles, confirm-
ing previously reported data (Fuselli et al. 2018). Despite variation 
in sample sizes, we identified unique alleles in many subspecies. 
Eleven novel DRB exon 2 sequences were identified and desig-
nated as Ruru-DRB from 44 to 54, in accordance with the nomen-
clature previously established by Klein et al. (1990). The novel 
alleles have been deposited in GenBank under accession numbers 
OL421550 to OL421560.

The most common allele was Ruru-DRB01, which was identified 
in 55 individuals with a frequency of 50%. Twenty-three alleles 
had a frequency <10%, while 7 alleles were identified in only 1 
individual each (Supplementary Data SD4 and SD5). Thirty indi-
viduals (27.3%) were homozygous, most of which (56.7%) were 
homozygous for the most common allele Ruru-DRB01. Of the 
25 alleles found, only 2 (Rupy-DRB11 and Rupy-DRB12) were not 
present in the Northern Chamois. The putative novel alleles Ruru-
DRB53 and Ruru-DRB54 were found only in R. r. carpatica; Ruru-
DRB51 and Ruru-DRB52 in R. r. asiatica; Ruru-DRB47, Ruru-DRB49, 
and Ruru-DRB50 in R. r. balcanica; and Ruru-DRB48 in R. r. rupicapra 
(Fig. 1).

The nucleotide alignment of 45 DRB exon 2 chamois 
sequences, including both newly generated and GenBank 
sequences, revealed 38 segregating (variable) nucleotide sites 
that led to the identification of the abovementioned 25 alleles. 
The overall nucleotide evolutionary distance calculated using 
the Jukes–Cantor substitution model with a gamma distribution 
shape parameter was 5%—whereas the amino acid evolutionary 
distance calculated using the Poisson substitution model was 
11% (Table 1). Average nucleotide diversity was π = 0.04, and the 
average number of nucleotide differences among alleles was  
k = 9.76 (8.96 in Northern Chamois and 10.87 in Southern 
Chamois). Following the model proposed by Brown et al. (1993) 
for the MHC DRB exon 2 protein structure in humans, we attrib-
uted 22 of 78 (28%) codons in MHC DRB alleles to the PBR. For 
Northern Chamois, 14 of 23 (61%) variable codon positions were 
within the putative PBR. The higher value applies to Southern 

Chamois, where 14 of 17 (82%) variable codon positions were 
within the putative PBR.

Functional diversity among MHC DRB alleles
The clustering procedure revealed 5 supertypes in chamois 
based on 14 PSSs (Fig. 1; Supplementary Data SD1)—all pres-
ent in Northern Chamois but only 4 in Southern Chamois. The 
number of alleles assigned to each supertype ranged from 7 to 
12 (Fig. 1). The mean number of supertypes per individual was 
1.50 for Southern Chamois and 1.61 for Northern Chamois 
(Supplementary Data SD1). The number of supertypes varied not 
only between species but also between subspecies. Despite the 
small sample sizes of Southern Chamois and Northern Chamois 
subspecies R. r. asiatica and R. r. caucasica and the correspondingly 
small number of alleles detected, there was no reduction in the 
number of supertypes, i.e. each allele corresponded to a distinct 
supertype (Fig. 1; Supplementary Data SD1).

The neighbor-net network did not reveal a clear pattern of 
allele and supertypes clustering between Northern and Southern 
Chamois, as alleles and sypertypes of the 2 species were mainly 
spread across the network (Supplementary Data SD6).

Pattern of genetic structure in Northern Chamois 
subspecies
Table 2 shows the values of the diversity parameters for Northern 
Chamois across its 2 subspecies. The number of alleles (A) was 
12 in R. r. rupicapra and 11 in R. r. balcanica. Allelic richness (Ar) 
ranged from 10.20 in R. r. rupicapra to 11.00 in R. r. balcanica and 
was estimated to be 15.81 in Northern Chamois. The proportion 
of heterozygous individuals was the highest in the subspecies 
R. r. rupicapra. Tajima’s D values were positive and significant in 
Northern Chamois and its R. r. rupicapra subspecies, but nonsig-
nificant within R. r. balcanica (Table 2). The FST value between R. r. 
rupicapra and R. r. balcanica subspecies was significant (FST = 0.12, 
P < 0.05). The DAPC has clearly separated the subspecies R. r. rupi-
capra and R. r. balcanica on the horizontal axis—the additional 
distinction on the vertical axis is between sampling locations of 
subspecies R. r. rupicapra (Fig. 2).

Signatures of selection on MHC DRB exon 2 
alleles
Global estimates of ratio of the relative rates of nonsynonymous 
to synonymous mutations (dN/dS), averaged across all codon 
sites using the codon-based Z-test of selection, demonstrated 
positive selection at the DRB locus. The nonsynonymous muta-
tion rate (dN = 0.06 in Southern Chamois and 0.05 in Northern 
Chamois) exceeded the synonymous mutation rate (dS = 0.004 in 
Northern Chamois and 0.01 in Southern Chamois; Table 3). The 
DRB locus showed signs of strong selection pressure. Methods of 
calculating dN/dS values on individual codons (models M2a and 
M8) identified up to 14 codons (17.95%; posterior probabilities 
>95%) predicted to be affected by positive selection (Table 4). The 
selection models revealed different levels of selection pressure at 
the analyzed locus. Mean values of dN/dS calculated using model 
M2a for individual codons are presented in Supplementary Data 
SD7.

Discussion
In this study, polymorphism of the MHC class II DRB locus 
was investigated in chamois with Ion Torrent next-generation 
sequencing. We provide a characterization of the adaptive genetic 
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diversity of chamois throughout their distribution range and fill 
the gap in previously published data for Northern and Southern 
Chamois (Schaschl et al. 2004, 2005; Alvarez-Busto et al. 2007). Of 
the 25 exon 2 DRB variants identified in 110 chamois, 11 were new 
and previously undescribed alleles. As in previous studies (Fuselli 
et al. 2018), we found no evidence of gene duplication.

Demography of chamois populations determined from mito-
chondrial and nuclear genes (Pérez et al. 2002; Crestanello et al. 
2009; Rodríguez et al. 2009, 2010; Šprem and Buzan 2016; Pérez et 
al. 2017; Papaioannou et al. 2019) revealed a probable reduction 
in population size due to historical events within the last 5 to 30 

Ky, as well as recent habitat fragmentation and isolation (Corlatti 
et al. 2021; Leugger et al. 2022; Rezić et al. 2022a). Unlike many 
other species that experienced a demographic contraction within 
Mediterranean refugia during the Last Glacial Maximum and a 
subsequent northward expansion when temperatures increased 
(Petit et al. 2003), results we obtained support the view of Mona 
et al. (2008) that chamois took a different path. Higher tempera-
tures reduced the available territory for chamois and kept them 
trapped on mountain peaks, likely reducing population size. A 
positive and significant Tajima’s D for the MHC DRB locus for 
Northern Chamois and its subspecies R. r. rupicapra suggests that 

Fig. 1. Distribution of DRB alleles and supertypes in Northern and Southern chamois. The locations of samples included in study are shown by 3 
sections of the map (a). The frequencies of alleles (b) and supertypes (c) in each population are shown by the pie charts with letters (Supplementary 
Data SD1). Each pie segment represents the frequency of 1 allele (b) or supertype (c). Different font colors and letters represent different taxonomic 
units (P—Rupicapra pyrenaica; R—R. r. rupicapra; B—R. r. balcanica; T—R. r. tatrica; C—R. r. carpatica; AC—R. r. asiatica; C—R. r. caucasica). The color of the pie 
outline represents the 2 subspecies of Rupicapra rupicapra (red—R. r. rupicapra; blue— R. r. balcanica).
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the DRB locus did not evolve at random, but under likely non-
random processes such as genetic drift, population contraction, 
and/or balancing selection. Tajima’s D was not significant for 
the subspecies R. r. balcanica, likely due to its larger distribution 
range and the presence of multiple populations in our analysis. 

Discriminant function of principal components including MHC 
DRB alleles also revealed distinction between R. r. rupicapra and 
R. r. balcanica (Fig. 2), which was also confirmed by significant FST 
pairwise differences. Considering the low migration rate between 
chamois populations, it is reasonable to assume that some of the 

Table 1. Sequence diversity and average nucleotide and amino acid evolutionary distances of chamois DRB exon 2 alleles (found 
in this study and previously published; Schaschl et al. 2004, 2005; Alvarez-Busto et al. 2007; Stipoljev et al. 2020) calculated for the 
complete sequences (All), PBR, and non-PBR sites. k, average number of nucleotide difference; S, the number of segregating sites; π, 
nucleotide diversity. Standard error (SE; 10,000 bootstrap replicates) is shown in parentheses.

Nucleotide distance Amino acid distance

k S π All PBR Non-PBR All PBR Non-PBR

Chamois 9.76 38 0.04 0.05 (0.01) 0.14 (0.04) 0.01 (0.01) 0.11 (0.03) 0.43 (0.14) 0.03 (0.02)

Northern Chamois 8.96 33 0.04 0.04 (0.01) 0.13 (0.04) 0.01 (0.01) 0.11 (0.03) 0.40 (0.14) 0.03 (0.01)

Southern chamois 10.87 27 0.05 0.05 (0.01) 0.17 (0.04) 0.01 (0.01) 0.12 (0.03) 0.46 (0.15) 0.03 (0.02)

Table 2. DRB exon 2 genetic diversity detected in Northern Chamois and 2 subspecies (Corlatti et al. 2011), with the number of 
heterozygous and homozygous individuals, the number of supertypes estimated based on 14 positively selected amino acid sites, and 
Tajima’s D values: n, number of individuals; A, number of alleles; ST, number of supertypes; Ar, allelic richness. Values in bold are 
significant at P < 0.05.

Species/subspecies n A ST Ar N° heterozygous (%) N° homozygous (%) Tajima’s D

Northern Chamois 102 23 5 15.81 76 (75) 26 (25) 2.38

R. r. rupicapra 57 12 5 10.20 44 (77) 13 (23) 2.38

R. r. balcanica 31 11 4 11.00 21 (68) 10 (32) 1.25

Fig. 2. Scatterplot of genetic differentiation resulting from a DAPC for the genetic structure of Northern Chamois subspecies R. r. rupicapra and R. r. 
balcanica based on the DRB locus (Supplementary Data SD1). Individuals are presented as separate dots with colors denoting chamois subspecies and 
inclusion of 95% inertia ellipses.
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alleles detected in this study could be private alleles in those sub-
species in which they were found, which further suggest diversi-
fying selection, i.e. local MHC adaptation. Hybridization events 
that can lead to allelic introgression have also been detected in 
both subspecies (Šprem and Buzan 2016), but the consequences 
to functional diversity and fitness of individuals are still largely 
unknown (Iacolina et al. 2019).

Considering this, we suggest that the pattern of MHC genetic 
variation within and among regions and populations is likely due 
to both demographic processes, i.e. genetic drift and balancing 
selection. We support this view based on observed patterns of geo-
graphic variation, which demonstrate the distribution of differ-
ent alleles linked to specific locations. Furthermore, we identified 
unique alleles in geographically isolated populations, providing 
further evidence for the influence of geographic factors on MHC 
genetic diversity (Fig. 1). However, to draw a definitive conclusion, 
it is necessary to compare the genetic variation of the MHC with 
neutral variation (Biedrzycka et al. 2020). Uniform selection pres-
sure across different populations could lead to lower differenti-
ation at functional loci due to balancing selection (Oosterhout 
et al. 2006), but genetic drift in small and isolated populations 
can overcome balancing selection and decrease genetic diver-
sity (Radwan et al. 2010). On the other hand, we must consider 
that chamois populations have been subjected to the pressure 
of unsustainable hunting during the last 2 centuries, leading to 
local extinction of some subspecies (R. p. parva, R. p. ornata, R. r. 
balcanica, R. r. asiatica; Shackleton 1997). In the late 1970s, popu-
lations in the Alps suffered severe bottlenecks caused by sarcop-
tic mange epidemics with catastrophic outbreaks in which up to 
80% of local populations were lost (Rossi et al. 1995; Fuchs et al. 
2000; Corlatti et al. 2022), and this scenario may have reoccurred 
throughout the history of populations. Thus, observed differences 
in alleles/supertypes within the range of chamois could be due 
to long-term isolation between populations/subspecies, but may 

also suggest possible differential pressures from pathogens that 
may have influenced local MHC adaptation in some mountainous 
regions (Rossi et al. 1995; Cavallero et al. 2012; Biedrzycka et al. 
2020).

Long-term balancing selection throughout the phylogenetic 
history of chamois is proposed by Mona et al. (2008). This hypoth-
esis is supported by our data, as both maximum likelihood codon-
based selection models (M2a, M8) gave a “best fit” to the data 
compared to models without selection. Positive selection most 
likely affects only a few codons at a few time points (Yang and 
Swanson 2002; Nielsen 2005), so interpreting evidence of selec-
tion from dN/dS averaged over an entire genetic region could be 
misleading. As in most other taxa with well-characterized MHC 
loci, we found codons under positive selection—and most impor-
tantly, all codons were located at or near PBR sites involved in 
pathogen recognition (Piertney and Oliver 2006).

We argue that there is good evidence that selection shaped 
genetic diversity in chamois MHC DRB genes due to: (i) remarka-
ble differences in nucleotide diversity, especially in silent substi-
tutions, ranging from dS = 0.004 in Northern Chamois to dS = 0.01 
in Southern Chamois; (ii) rates of synonymous substitutions are 
lower than in other ruminants (Schaschl et al. 2006), which may 
indicate a young age of the alleles or influence of species demo-
graphic history (Schaschl et al. 2005); and (iii) amino acid posi-
tions 11, 71, and 86 were estimated to be under positive selection 
by at least 3 of our tests (Supplementary Data SD7) which may 
indicate that MHC genes were involved in pathogen recognition. 
Amino acid position influences functional differences in patho-
gen and parasite resistance. It is reasonable to assume that the 
maintenance and renewal of variation in functionally important 
parts of the MHC such as in the antigen binding sites by positive 
selection—either from mutation, recombination, or immigration 
from other populations—is an important genetic component in 
the cascade leading to an appropriate immune response when 
combating new or coevolving virulent pathogens. Excess of non-
synonymous mutations may take many thousands or millions of 
generations/cohorts to disappear once the selection process is no 
longer acting (Garrigan and Hedrick 2003).

We identified identical MHC alleles and supertypes in both 
species, suggesting a trans-specific polymorphism. Complete 
mitochondrial sequence data revealed several examples of 
trans-specific polymorphism in tribe Caprini (Hassanin et al. 
2009), and the authors noted that these mitochondrial genes may 
play a potential role in mountain adaptation. Following a specia-
tion event for the Caprini tribe, we can hypothesize that balancing 
selection favors the retention of some MHC alleles across species 
divergence events, with the result that these alleles become part 
of a long-lasting, trans-species polymorphism rather than being 
maintained by neutral processes (genetic drift and mutation; 

Table 3. Relative rates of synonymous (dS) and nonsynonymous (dN) substitutions, and results of 1-tailed Z-test (Z) for positive 
selection of chamois DRB exon 2 alleles (found in this study and previously published; Schaschl et al. 2004, 2005; Alvarez-Busto et al. 
2007; Stipoljev et al. 2020) calculated for the complete sequences (All), PBR, and non-PBR sites. Standard error (SE; 10,000 bootstrap 
replicates) is shown in parentheses. Values in bold are significant at P < 0.01.

Chamois Northern Chamois Southern Chamois

All PBR Non-PBR All PBR Non-PBR All PBR Non-PBR

dS (SE) 0.01 (0.003) 0.01 (0.01) 0.004 (0.002) 0.004 (0.002) 0.01 (0.01) 0.003 (0.002) 0.01 (0.01) 0.03 (0.02) 0.004 (0.004)

dN (SE) 0.06 (0.01) 0.17 (0.04) 0.02 (0.01) 0.05 (0.01) 0.15 (0.04) 0.02 (0.01) 0.06 (0.02) 0.19 (0.05) 0.02 (0.01)

dN/dS 6.00 17.00 5.00 12.50 15.00 6.67 6.00 6.33 5.00

Z 3.77 3.79 1.43 3.70 3.69 1.55 3.46 3.55 1.10

Table 4. Codon sites under positive selection as predicted by 
codon evolution models M2a and M8 using the Empirical Bayes 
approach in EasyCodeML. The codon sites inferred to be under 
selection with posterior probabilities >99% are listed in bold, 
and sites with posterior probabilities of >95% are in standard 
font. Codon numbers correspond to the codons of β1-domain in 
chamois (Schaschl et al. 2004). * indicates codons corresponding 
to the PBR.

Selection model Codon sites under positive selection

Chamois M2a 11*, 13*, 26, 37*, 38*, 47*, 57, 60*, 70*, 
71*, 74*, 78*, 86*

M8 11*, 13*, 26, 32*, 37*, 38*, 47*, 57, 60*, 
70*, 71*, 74*, 78*, 86*
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Těšický and Vinkler 2015). Because balancing selection on MHC 
loci is expected to retain individual alleles during the process of 
species-level diversification, examples of interspecific allele shar-
ing are typically interpreted as evidence of balancing selection on 
these genes (Schaschl et al. 2006). Another possible explanation 
for trans-species polymorphism was considered to be relatively 
recent extensive hybridization between the 2 chamois species 
during the Late Glacial Maximum (Schaschl et al. 2005; Rodríguez 
et al. 2010; Pérez et al. 2022). In addition to the effects of selection, 
variability at MHC genes should reflect the nature and magnitude 
of processes promoting neutral genetic differentiation. However, 
we also emphasize that our study is limited due to insufficient 
statistical power to test the role of rare variants and additional 
shared alleles, as well as the lack of long time series and small 
sample sizes. In line with this, our study has shown that further 
studies on MHC genes, their diversity, and their effects on the 
resistance and fitness of individuals of different wildlife species 
are urgently needed.

An important question that remains to be answered is to what 
extent selection shapes the adaptive genetics of chamois within 
complex scenarios where other evolutionary processes such as 
genetic drift and introgression play an important role. This is par-
ticularly important at a time when climate change poses a major 
threat to chamois populations (Lovari et al. 2020). Currently, there 
is no evidence that measurement of MHC polymorphism is suf-
ficient to predict immunological fitness. Nevertheless, polymor-
phism in MHC genes under certain pathogenic challenges may 
determine individual-level survivability and population-level 
adaptability to the pathogen, but this occurs in combination 
with the effects of other genes involved in the immune response 
because MHC genes do not in isolation determine the ability to 
survive infection (Acevedo-Whitehouse and Cunningham 2006)—
although polymorphism at amino acid sites encoding PBR is gen-
erally considered an indicator of susceptibility or resistance to 
infectious disease in wildlife (O’Brien and Evermann 1988), main-
tenance of variability in other immune genes may most likely 
account for resistance in species with otherwise uniform or low 
MHC genetic variation (Acevedo-Whitehouse and Cunningham 
2006).
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